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Q1 The asymptotic Normal confidence interval for a proportion, aka the Wald

interval, is θ̂ ± za/2 ∗
√

θ̂∗(1−θ̂)
n

. See Rosner Eq 6.19. In words and fancy statistical
jargon and derviations, justify the use of each of the following quantities in the
formula:

• θ̂ – Hint: what nice property does this estimator have?

The expectation is θ - we know from the Law of Large numbers, that as n →∞, our estimated expectation
from our sample, θ̂, approaches θ. This is an unbiased estimator

• za/2 – Hint: what is this and what important theorem justifies its use?

Using the Central Limit Theorm, we can use Z to standardize our distribution.

• θ̂(1− θ̂) – Hint: what is this estimating?

This is estimating the variance of the distribution.

•
√

θ̂∗(1−θ̂)
n – Hint: what is this estimating and how would you derive it from the properties of sums of

random variables?

This is estimating the standard error of the distribution.

Q2 Suppose you rolled 29 razorbacks out of 100 rolls. By hand, calculate the
asymptotic Normal 95% CI. Check your answer using binconf() in Hmisc.

θ̂ ± za/2 ∗
√

θ̂∗(1−θ̂)
n

theta_hat <- .29
z <- 1.96
n <-100

UCL <- theta_hat + z*((sqrt(theta_hat*(1-theta_hat)/n)))
LCL <- theta_hat - z*((sqrt(theta_hat*(1-theta_hat)/n)))

CI<-c(theta_hat, LCL, UCL)
names(CI)<-c("PointEST","Lower","Upper")
CI

## PointEST Lower Upper
## 0.2900 0.2011 0.3789
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binconf(29,100,method="asymptotic")

## PointEst Lower Upper
## 0.29 0.2011 0.3789

Q3 By default, binconf() calculates the Wilson Score Interval. See wikipedia.
This interval and another popular interval, Agresti-Coull, are well approximated
by simply adding two successes and two failures to your dataset and calculating
the Wald interval using that updated data. Suppose you rolled 29 razorbacks
out of 100 rolls. By hand, calculate the “add two successes and two failures”
95% CI. Compare your answer to the Wilson interval using binconf() in Hmisc.

theta_hat <- 31/104
z <- 1.96
n <-104

UCL <- theta_hat + z*((sqrt(theta_hat*(1-theta_hat)/n)))
LCL <- theta_hat - z*((sqrt(theta_hat*(1-theta_hat)/n)))

CI<-c(.29, LCL, UCL)
names(CI)<-c("PointEST","Lower","Upper")
CI

## PointEST Lower Upper
## 0.2900 0.2102 0.3860

binconf(29,100,method="wilson")

## PointEst Lower Upper
## 0.29 0.2101 0.3854

Q4 Let X ~ Bin( 40, theta ). Create a plot comparing the true coverage rates of
the 95% CI over thetas ranging from 0 to 1 for the asymptotic Normal (Wald)
interval, the Exact interval, and the Wilson interval.

From Quiz 2 (Thank you Professor Greevy)

theta <-seq(0,1,0.01)
exactcoverage <- function(theta){

x<-0:40
px <- dbinom(x, 40, theta)
LCL <- rep(NA,41)
for(i in 0:40){

LCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=40,method="exact")[2]
}

UCL <- rep(NA,41)
for (i in 0:40){

UCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=40,method="exact")[3]
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}
C <- (LCL <= theta) & (UCL >=theta)
sum(C*px)
}
wilsoncoverage <- function(theta){

x<-0:40
px <- dbinom(x, 40, theta)
LCL <- rep(NA,41)
for(i in 0:40){

LCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=40,method="wilson")[2]
}

UCL <- rep(NA,41)
for (i in 0:40){

UCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=40,method="wilson")[3]
}

C <- (LCL <= theta) & (UCL >=theta)
sum(C*px)
}
asymptoticcoverage <- function(theta){

x<-0:40
px <- dbinom(x, 40, theta)
LCL <- rep(NA,41)
for(i in 0:40){

LCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=40,method="asymptotic")[2]
}

UCL <- rep(NA,41)
for (i in 0:40){

UCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=40,method="asymptotic")[3]
}

C <- (LCL <= theta) & (UCL >=theta)
sum(C*px)
}
Exact <- rep(NA, length(theta))
Wilson <- rep(NA, length(theta))
Asymptotic <- rep(NA, length(theta))

for (i in 1:length(theta)){
Exact[i] <-exactcoverage(theta[i])
Wilson[i] <-wilsoncoverage(theta[i])
Asymptotic[i] <-asymptoticcoverage(theta[i])

}
plot(theta, Exact,

xlim = c(0,1),
ylim = c(0.7,1),
col="green",
type="l",
main = "CI Coverage for Binomial(40, theta)",
xlab="Theta",
ylab="Coverage")

lines(theta, Wilson, col="blue")
lines(theta, Asymptotic, col="lightblue")
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Q5 Following up on Q4, calculate the expected true coverage rate given all values
of theta are equally likely. In mathspeak, let C = 1 if theta is contained in the
CI and 0 otherwise. E[C | theta] is the true coverage rate for a given theta. E[
C | theta ~ Unif[0,1] ] is the expected true coverage rate given theta is uniformly
distributed. Accurate to two decimal places, find E[ C | theta ~ Unif[0,1] ] for
each of the three methods used in Q4.

Since every θ is equally likely within the uniform distribution, you can find E[ C | θ ~ Unif[0,1] ] by taking
the average!

mean(Exact)

## [1] 0.9712

mean(Wilson)

## [1] 0.9518

mean(Asymptotic)

## [1] 0.9018
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Q6 Repeat Q5 for Bin( 400, theta ) and Bin( 4000, theta ). Explain the practical
implication of the results. Include any caveats you wish.

Bin(400, θ )

theta <-seq(0,1,0.01)

CIcoverage <- function(theta, cimethod){
x<-0:400
px <- dbinom(x, 400, theta)
LCL <- rep(NA,401)
for(i in 0:400){

LCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=400,method=cimethod)[2]
}

UCL <- rep(NA,401)
for (i in 0:400){

UCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=400,method=cimethod)[3]
}

C <- (LCL <= theta) & (UCL >=theta)
sum(C*px)
}

Exact <- rep(NA, length(theta))
Wilson <- rep(NA, length(theta))
Asymptotic <- rep(NA, length(theta))

for (i in 1:length(theta)){
Exact[i] <-CIcoverage(theta[i],"exact")
Wilson[i] <-CIcoverage(theta[i],"wilson")
Asymptotic[i] <-CIcoverage(theta[i],"asymptotic")

}
plot(theta, Exact,

xlim = c(0,1),
ylim = c(0.9,1),
col="green",
type="l",
main = "CI Coverage for Binomial(400, theta)",
xlab="Theta",
ylab="Coverage")

lines(theta, Wilson, col="blue")
lines(theta, Asymptotic, col="lightblue")
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E[ C | θ ~ Unif[0,1] ]

mean(Exact)

## [1] 0.9583

mean(Wilson)

## [1] 0.941

mean(Asymptotic)

## [1] 0.9465

Bin(4000, θ )

theta <-seq(0,1,0.01)
CIcoverage <- function(theta, cimethod){

x<-0:4000
px <- dbinom(x, 4000, theta)
LCL <- rep(NA,4001)
for(i in 0:4000){
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LCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=4000,method=cimethod)[2]
}

UCL <- rep(NA,4001)
for (i in 0:4000){

UCL[i+1] <- binconf(x=i,n=4000,method=cimethod)[3]
}

C <- (LCL <= theta) & (UCL >=theta)
sum(C*px)
}

Exact <- rep(NA, length(theta))
Wilson <- rep(NA, length(theta))
Asymptotic <- rep(NA, length(theta))

for (i in 1:length(theta)){
Exact[i] <-CIcoverage(theta[i],"exact")
Wilson[i] <-CIcoverage(theta[i],"wilson")
Asymptotic[i] <-CIcoverage(theta[i],"asymptotic")

}

plot(theta, Exact,
xlim = c(0,1),
ylim = c(0.9,1),
col="green",
type="l",
main = "CI Coverage for Binomial(4000, theta)",
xlab="Theta",
ylab="Coverage")

lines(theta, Wilson, col="blue")
lines(theta, Asymptotic, col="lightblue")
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E[ C | θ ~ Unif[0,1] ]

mean(Exact)

## [1] 0.9538

mean(Wilson)

## [1] 0.9512

mean(Asymptotic)

## [1] 0.9506
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